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1.0 SUMMARY. 

1.1 General, 

This report gives a brief description of a combined asdic/echo sounding 

set developed at Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (N.D.R.E.) The 

set is primarily designed for installation in ocean going fishing ves

sels down to about Öo ft length. 

A short introduction is followed by a chapter giving the main princip

les of operation and basic design considerations. 

The next chapter is devoted to a more detailed description of the various 

components of the set and their operational functions. The text is illu

strated by block diagrams, sketches and photographs of the respective 

units. 

The results obtained on preliminary trials with the research vessel 

M/L '«Tustna" and on an actual fishing expedition with M/S "Ramoen" are 

summarized in a separate chapter. A curve is given of water noise ver

sus speed, and echo traces of herring shoals are reproduced. 

1.2 Specifications. 

The combination of asdic and echosoimder in one set involves the use of 

the same pulse-transmitter, receiver and range recorder for both pur

poses.- The set consists of two major units as illustrated in Fig. 1: 
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Directing Gear (for details see fig, 2), whereby the two transducers can 

be raised and lowered in the vertical plane and trained electrically in 

the horizontal plane. 

Control Cabinet (see fig. 3)> containing range and depth recorder, pulse-

transmitter, receiver and training control unit. 

Training mec/unum 

^ - Trust beonnj 

Ho/ler item f 

Cabk jlttd 

Gluid 

Xlternttire 
trrniftnent 

OuitrM* 

flmntinf flonje 

GasM 

Trunk ISSmm 

Trunk — 

Bitrinf ftr 
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Q ^ \r 
Trêniéicir auemi/f 

Fig 2 Oirtctinj gear 

Weight of directing gear (with transducers, raise-lower gear 

and training mechanism) 25o kg 

Total height 274o mm 

Diameter of hole through bottom 185 ram 

Overall width of directing gear 4oo mm 
t 

Maxim\im operating speed 12 knots 

Operating frequency 3o kc/s 

Beamw'dth of polar diagram: vertically 22 , horizontally 8 

Control cabinet, weight complete 5o kg 
Control cabinet, outside dimensions (see fig, 3)î 
height 57o mm, width 47o mm, depth 26o mm 

Transmitted power 22o watts 

Pulselength 3 m,sec, and 3o m,sec. 
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Amplification 2 x lo 

Recorder ranges I800 m and I80 m 

Training control: manual or automatic in 5 step. 

Power requirement: 4oo watts, 24 V, llo or 22o V DC. 

Pig, 3. Control cabinet. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION: 

The first systematic investigations of the suitability of asdic equipment 

in detecting shoals of fish in Norwegian waters were carried out during 

the spring-herring season in February 1946 (1). 

The results were rather promising and provided sufficient material for 

the subsequent specification and layout of the asdic equipment for the 
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ocean going fishery research vessel "G.O.Sars", operated by the Director of 

Fisheries, Bergen, Norway. 

Since this ship was completed in 195o the asdic equipment has been in use 

for more than lo.ooo houres on various research expeditions imder the lea

dership of Mr. Finn Devoid. 

Based on his practical experience with the asdic equipment on "G.O.Sars", 

Mr. Devoid concluded (2) that an asdic set would be of considerable value 

in an ordinary fishing vessel. Mr. Devoid suggested that the possibility 

of constructing a small combined asdic/echo soiinding set should be inves

tigated. 

Preliminary work on the project was taken up at this laboratory in October 

1950. The first sea trials were carried out during the spring of 1951 and 

a laboratory model of the equipment installed in the research vessel 

M/L "Tustna" in January 1952. A prototype of the combined asdic/echo soun

ding equipment - as described in this report - was completed in the last 

months of 1952 and installed in the fishing vessel M/S "Ramoen" in January 

1953. 

3.0 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION. 

The principle of echo ranging as applied to underwater location is well 

known (3) (4)» and needs no further comment. 

In absence of such basic information as the reflecting properties of fish 

shoals for various frequencies, the choise of operating frequency for an in

stallation of this kind has to be based primarily on previous experience. 

For echo sounding purposes frequencies between lo kc/s and 5o kc/s have been 

in use in the fishing fleet with fair results. 

In a critical comparison of echo sounding installations of different frequen

cies it would be necessary also to consider the other factors contributing 

to the quality of the sets i.e. beamshape, transducer gain, transmitted po

wer, amplification, noise level, bandwidth and method of presentation. 
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No attempt has been made to compare the results obtained by the various in

stallations. It is felt that, in spite of the claims put forward by the ma

kers and owners of the sets, the available information does not justify any 

spesific conclusions as regards choice of frequency. 

For asdic purpose - with the normally much greater range - the attenuation 

has to be considered. A brief calculation assuming the same transmitted po

wer, transmitting surface and target strength for varicu=i •frequencies, seems 

to indicate that a working frequency of about 2o kc/s woula give the highest 

echo level for ranges of the order of 2ooo metres. For ranges less than 

looo m, 3o kc/s would be superior. 

The asdic installation on the fishery research ves-̂ el "G.O.Sars" is working 

on 3o kc/s. In view of the satisfactory results obtained vàth this installa

tion 3c kc/s was chosen as a working frequency for the combined asdic/echo 

sounding set. 

With this frequency it was possible to obtain a reasonable transducer gain 

without having to accept a too cumbersome transducer size. 

The oearawidth of the polardiagram down to half power points was chosen 

25-3o in the vertical plane and 8-I0 in the horizontal plane. T'le rather 

wide beam in the vertical plane will make it easier to keep contact with a 

deep target. It will, however, also introduce bottom echos in rhallow waters. 

An identical transducer is employed for the echo sounding purpose. 

In order to simplify the problem of mounting, the two transducers are bol

ted together and mounted on the same shaft. 

Experience with asdic equipment on larger ships seem to indicate that v/ater 

noise due to the ships» movement, sets a speed limit at about 12 knots for 

operating without a streamlined container (dome) around the transducer. 

Since the maxim\im speed of the fishing vessels for which this equipment is 

designed is lo-12 knots, the dome was omitted altogether. 
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The measurement of range is done by a range recorder employing current sen

sitive recording paper. The range scales are 18o metres and I800 metres both 

of vriiich can be used for echo sounding purposes. 

Training of the transducer in the horizontal plane is accomplished by a simp

le selfaligning on - off servomechanism with an accuracy of - 1 . 

The set employs a valve transmitter and a tuned. A,V.C.-receiver of standard 

design. The valve transmitter is keyed in syncronism with the movement of 

the recording stylus on the range recorder, or alternatively the transmitter 

may be keyed by a self-oscillating relay circuit when the range recorder is 

not in use. 

In the receiver provisions are made for heterodjming the received supersonic 

signal down to an audible frequency. The output stage supplies power for 

loudspeaker, headphones and recording stylus. 

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS. 

4.1 Directing gear. 

The principal components of the directing gear can be seen on the sketch 

in fig. 2. 

An outer brass tube is by a central flange bolted to a built up trunk on 

the inside of the ships structure. This tube serves as a supporting pillar 

for an inner tube or transducer shaft to the lower end of which the trans

ducer assembly is bolted. 

The transducer shaft is suspended by a troist bearing and guided by a roller 

bearing both mounted in a platform, vrtiich rests on the top of the outer tu

be when the transducer is lowered to its working position. The platform al

so serves as a mounting position for the training mechanism. 
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Additional bearing for the transducer shaft is provided at the lower 

end of the outer tube. 

The platform, shaft and transducers can be raised and lowered as a 

unit. In the housed position the transducer assembly fits into a 

recess in a streamlined protective cover or alternatively is com

pletely housed in the inboard trunk. 

The echo sounding transducer is at the bottom of the assembly and 

the equipment can be used for echo sounding purpose with the trans

ducers in either position i.e. housed or lowered. 

The trunk and both tubes are free-flooded and water tightness is 

secured by gascets at the mounting flange, at the top end of outer 

tube and at the top end of the inner tube where the cable to the 

transducers passes through a rubber gland inside the shaft. 

4.2 Training equipment. 
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Fig. 4a Training mechanism 
schematical sketch. 



Fig. 4b Training mechanism. 

The training equipment consists of tvro units (see fig. 6) i.e. the 

training mechanism (fig. 4) vd.th motor and gear box, mounted on the 

platform on top of the training shaft and the training control unit 

(fig. 5) in the control cabinet. 

The training mechanism comprises a training motor which by means of 

a gear reduction of 1 : 7oo is connected to the transducer shaft. A 

Sjmcro transmitter (or similar component of different make) is coup

led to the shaft by gear wheels of 1 : 1 ratio. 
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Fig. 5 Training control unit. 

The servo amplifier with syncro control transformer and bearing repeater 

is part of the training control unit which also comprises a training hand-

wheel and an automatic training and transmission unit. The stator of the 

control transformer is connected to the syncro transmitter in the training 

mechanism in the directing gear position. 

The rotor terminals of the control transformer is connected to the servo 

amplifier. The rotor shaft can be rotated either by turning the training 

handwheel or by energising the automatic training mechanism, which then 

by means of a pulsating relay, turns the rotor shaft in a step-wise man

ner. The automatic training mechanism will train the transducer through a 

predetermined cycle in correspondence with ordinary asdic sweep procedui^. 
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The automatic training sequence is initiated by a training contact in 

the range recorder or by contacts operated by cams moving in sjmcro-

nism with the rotor of the control transformer. A syncro repeater in

dicating the relative bearing of the transducer position, is also in

cluded in the training control unit. 

Provisions are made for stabilising the transducer in connection with 

a repeating compass. The training system is selfaligning. 

The power consumption is 4o VA, 22o V, 5o c/s, 

4,3 Transducers, 

Two identical magnetostriction transducers (5) working on 3o kc/s are 

employed. The two transducers are bolted to a common mid section which 

also serves as a jiinction box and mounting flange for the assembly. 

To provide a smooth surface and reduce cavitation and water noise, ther

mosetting Marco resin, strengthened with nylon fibres, is moulded in all 

outward recesses and screwed to the metal frames of the assembly. The vi

brating surface of the transducers is loo x 24o mm. 
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The components of the transducers are shown on the top of fig. 7a with 

the assembly without fairings below. 

On the lower part of the picture is illustrated the transducer and stream

lined protective cover as installed on the research vessel M/L "Tustna". 

When not in use for asdic purposes, the transducer can be completely hous

ed in the protective cover. 

Impedance diagram is measured in air and in water and reproduced in fig. 7b. 

From these diagrams the motional impedance is found to be Z = 22 5 + i6o 

and the conversion efficiency about 4o %, The directional curves in the 

horizontal and vertical plane as plotted to a logaritmic scale in fig. 7b 

ixhibit a beamwidth down to half power points of P° and 22° in the two 

planes respectively. The maximum of the secondary lobes is 15.5 decibel 

below the main beam in the vertical plane and 12 decibel in the horizon

tal plsuie. 
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The transducers are wound independently with single core rubber insula

ted cable of 4 nm diameter and the windings are joined in the junction 

box to a tough four core cable which passes up the hollow training shaft 

to slip rings at the top end of the shaft, 

4,4 Transmitter and Recei 
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Fig 8. Block diagram ef transmitter and ncemr 

A block diagram ox' transmitter and receiver is given in fig, 8, and a 

photograph of the common chassis is shown in fig, 9. The transmitter is 

tuned to 3o kc/s. The pulse length is variable in two steps and control

led by a one shot miiltivibrator. Two type 8o7 valves are employed in the 

output stage giving 22o watts peak power in 3o raillisec, or 3 millisec, 

pulses. 
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In fig. lo b is shown a photograph of a transmitted pulse of 2o millisec. 

duration as measured across the transducer terminals, looo c/s from a tu

ning fork is superimposed on the screen. On the lower half of the picture 

the timebase is expanded in order to illustrate the curve form. 

The receiver comprises a tuned input stage, an oscillator and mixer stage 

and an automatic volume control stage. The beat frequency oscillator is tu

ned to 29.2 kc/s and the audio frequency output of 800 c/s is further am

plified in two stages. 

When used for echo sounding or listening puirposes the automatic voliime 

control is replaced by a manual control. The overall amplification is about 

2 X lo , as can be seen on fig. loa where output voltage with and without 

A.V.C, is plotted for various input signals. 
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Fig. l o b. Transmitted pulse. 
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k.^ Range- and_Depth Recorder. 

The range recorder employs two travelling styli moving along a calibrated 

range scale. The two styli are fixed at opposite points to an endless rub

ber belt resting on two pullies one of which is driven by the recorder mo

tor. 

A roll of moist recording paper is contained in a tank and the paper is by 

motor driven rollers pulled out through a slit in the lid, and passes un

derneath the styli at right angles to their movement. 

During its passage across the paper the stylus is guided by a metal bar 

which also serves as current supply bar for the styli. 

Fig. 11, Range and depth recorder. 
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All gears in the gearbox are in constant mesh and alteration of range scale 

and paper speed "is secured by friction clutches. Two scale ranges are provi

ded, 0-180 metres and 0-1800 metres. The former is principally for echo soun

ding, the latter is intended for both purposes. 

Two paper speeds are also provided, lo mm/min, and 4o mm/min,, both of which 

can be used in connection with the 0-1800 meter scale. 

A transmitting or keying contact is operated by the stylus at the instant it 

passes the zero mark on the range scale. When automatic training is desired, 

a training contact is operated by the stylus at the end of its travel across 

the paper and 5 training of the transducer is completed before the next key

ing of the transmitter is initiated. 

To meet the requirement for a simple means of measui'ing relative speed between 

asdic ship and target the recorder is equipped with a small mechanism for this 

purpose. 

The mechanism is fixed underneath the lid covering the recorder, and consists 

of a lamp house and lens assembly throwing a narrow beam of light on the re

cording paper. The lam.p house is mounted on an axis coinciding with the zero 

mark on the range scale, and can be turned by a control knob on front of the 

lid, 

When the beam of light is parallel to a line formed by succeeding echos the 

relative speed can be read off from a calibrated scale, 

4,6 Accessories and general layout. 

The necessary A,C, power is supplied by a motor alternator delivering 13o VA, 

22o V, 5o c/s. The alternator is controlled by the four position of the main 

switch in the training control unit. These are: 

A, "OFF''- D.C, supply off, Altemu,tor stopped, 

B, "Echo sounder" - D.C, power on. Alternator supplying transmitter and 
receiver, 

G, "Asdic with recorder" - D,C. power on, Alternator supplying transmit
ter, receiver and servo amplifier. 

D. "Asdic without recorder" - D.C. power on. Alternator supplying trans
mitter, receiver and servoamplifier. Recorder stop
ped and keying of transmitter is done by the automa
tic transmission and training unit. 
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Hanges on the r-corler, pulselength, gain pnd method of operation, i.e. au

tomatic or manual, can all be selocted independent of the position of the "tr 

î-witc". 

To ^pc-^litate servisinp, the 'mits in the control cabinet are connected wit.* 

rlu;̂ p and flexible leads of sufficient length to allow partial r̂ Tiova] of tn 

panels while the power is on. 

The set i'̂  equirred with electrodynaniic Doudspeaker and two pairs of low im

pedance î-e'dip rones, 

5.0 TRIALS. 

5.1 Meas^iremftnt of water n o i s e . 

These TPeasurements were carried out at an early date before the directing 

p,^dv wap ready for installation, 

for this reason the transducer assembly was bolted to a 4" steel tube fix'̂ d 

over the bow of K/L "Tustna", and lowered to a depth rou<Th"!y corresponii"' 

to that of a permanent installation. 

A sketon of the arrangement together with a block diaj^ram of the n^a'^u"' • ' 

circuit is given on fig, 12a, 

Noise voltage was measured with a diodf> voltme*-". t •.''- r"-:i of tr.e '• .en t 

valve. T .e miniravmi detectable signal was observ'd by i^jec in- a sm̂ i". /o -

ta-7Q in rori,'" vitn the transducer winding. A ra.r of •" ninhone^ was conne^-

t-d at tne OK^r t l émanais of the amplifier iiv ^ •; i ̂ '•̂ j*--d volta"-' re--'j-

iat,3d until f-e signal was juE-t audible a'-̂ ove I'e -^o] e level, Fne fnean va

lue of '̂  €• oboervations by two operators v^R•.•> i^-' 'i. 
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The speed-noise curve as given in fig. 12b is the mean value of several 

runs. There is a marked increase in the noise level for speeds exceeding 9 

knots, and at 12 knots detection was difficult» 

During the fishing expedition with M/S "Hamoen" the noise level did not 

seem to impede detection at U.5 knots which was the maximum speed of the 

snip. 

This indication of a lower level of water noise in M/3 "Ham.oen" as compa

red to the research vessel M/L "Tustna" was confirmed by measurements si

milar to those just described. 

The higher noise leve] in M/L "Tustna" is contributed partly to the shal

low position of the transducer and partly to the rather severe noise and 

vibration from, the ship's high speed diesel engines.- Photographs of 

M/L "Tustna" and M/S "Ramoen" are reproduced in fig. 13. 

! 

FiF. 13 lV3 "Tustna" M/S "Hamoen" 
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^,2 Hecorier traces. 

For the iiurpose o' i ish locatior a rormal asdic search procedure is carried 

out. '.Vhen contact with a target is obtained, the ship is steered by asdic and 

if possible brougnt over the target in order to classify the reflecting ob

ject by echo sounding. 

Extent of target at right angles to the sound beam can be found by training 

the beam across the target and observing the angles right and left where the 

echo disappears. 

The registration obtained on the echo sounder when passing over the target gi

ves the dimension of the target -'r airection of the ship's movement, and also 

some indication of the thickness of the target in tne vjrtical direction. From 

the three dimensions thus obtained an estimate can be made of the volume of 

the reflecting object. This information is, however, of limited value in cal-

c'llating the number of fish in a recorded shoal unless the volume density of 

fish i? known. A figure of two herrings pr, cubic meter has, with due res'sr-

vation, been mentioned in the literature, (1) 

^ 

^v//>ify/«^^^ 

I T- " " ^ 1 ^ - - r - ^ -
0 200 400 600 800 lOOO 1200 1400 1600 180C 

"^^^^rft. 
Fis.14. Asdic and echo sounding traoea. 
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The recording shown on fig. 14-16 were obtained on the fishing expedition 

with M/S "Ramoen" in the early spring of 1953» It should be pointed out that 

the ship was engaged on an ordinary fishing expedition, the principal object 

of which was to catch herrings. 

No restrictions whatsoever were imposed on the ship's movements in order to 

favour any experiment as to the usefulness of the equipment as a detecting 

aid. 

The shoal recorded on fig. 14 was detected at a range of 17oo meters and con

tact maintained by asdic until the ship passed over it, and the registration 

on top of fig. 14 appeared on the ship's echo sounder. The combined set was 

not switched over to echo sounding on this occasion. 

0 .200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 

meters 

Fl(?.15. Asdic anti eoho soimdlnp; t r a c e s . 
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Cii fi?. 15 IS shown asdic and ecno sounding registration of a shoal fir t 

ietected at 13oo meters. Apparantly the operator has mî''UQ,y;ed the ti'ne 

of crossing the target and hesitated in switching over to echo souMdi-;(̂  

thereby missing the first part of the echo sounding registration. 

^en searching for herring shoals close to the shore in the middle of the 

vast collection of vessels the set was pr-incipa]ly used for echo sounding 

purpose, interference from other snips rendering asdic detection difficult. 

fig. 16 is a typical example of one of the numerous recordings obtained on 

t'lese occasions. 

H^»* 

Fig. 16. Echo sounding trace. 
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.0 C(y' •' 'ons. 

The winter he'^rjnp iishori"^? iys? were harassed by ê ctremel;'' adverse 

iifeathsr c > dit ions wnlch Kert the fleet idle in harbour for weeks at 

a time. In spite of the unfavouraole weather several interesting facts 

errerped, one of which was that the equipment can be used without weath

er interference under conditions prohibiting the safe handling of boats 

and nets. 

Tne useful range of asdic equipment is subject bo large variations due 

to changing water conditions. (3) It is therefore impossible to give any 

definite figure as regards working range of the equipment. 

On several occasions, however, shoals were located by asdic at ranges of 

1200-1800 meters, and soundings were obtained at full speed at a depth 

of 1500 meters which was the greatest depth encountered. 

The fea*̂  ures of the equipment was exhibited to its best advantage when 

operating well off shore with the fleet searclilr.g over a large area. 

Under these conditions the set proved to be a valuable aid in location. 

This impression is backed by favourable reports by the skipper and members 

of the crew of M/S ••Ramoen". 

.'i/hen operating inshore in shallow waters and in close proximity oî the 

main fleet, where collection of 500-1000 vessels over a limited area is 

'•"it'? common, bottom echos and interference from otner ships restricted, 

as was anticipated, the proper use of the asdic equipment. 

Minor modifications of certain details of the described equipment indi

cate 1 themselves during its operational use. These modifications will be 

included in the final specifications of the set. 

•̂4, 
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